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Book Review: Lean Supply Chain & Logistics Management 

By 

Paul Myerson 

 

In Lean Supply Chain & Logistics Management, Paul Myerson provides a thorough yet manageable 

introduction to the concept of Lean and its eight wastes. He successfully shows examples of the eight 

wastes as exemplified in the supply chain and logistics management process. For those with less 

experience with Supply Chain, Myerson introduces the Supply Chain Operations Reference (SCOR) 

model, both as a means of providing  an overview of supply chain management and organizing this 

book. Practical examples from real world companies are shared to show how lean tools when properly 

deployed can help eliminate waste. The section on Lean used in conjunction with current technology 

covers an important aspect of Lean program deployment that is on occasion overlooked in books 

introducing Lean to a specific group. 

As a discussion of how Lean can positively impact the bottom line in the area of supply chain and 

logistics management, this work is certainly worth reading. The Lean Opportunity Assessment found in 

the book appendix provides an excellent starting point for assessing where the opportunities are for 

implementing Lean within your supply chain organization. For those who have decided to implement 

Lean within their supply chain management program, this book provides case studies as well as, 

guidelines for how to practically apply the appropriate Lean tool to improve specific functions.   

About the reviewer: Lance Coleman is a Quality Engineer and site Lean Program Coordinator at The 

Tech Group in Tempe, Arizona.  Lance  has an AAS degree  in Electrical Engineering Technology from 

the Southern Polytechnical University in Marietta, Georgia USA, and is an American Society for Quality 

(ASQ)  Senior Member as well as, Certified Quality Engineer, Six Sigma Greenbelt, Quality Auditor and 

Biomedical Auditor.  He is the author of “The Customer Driven Organization: Using the Kano 

Model”and presently serves as the ASQ Lean Enterprise Division Publications Committee Chair and 

Newsletter Editor. 



IN THE NEWS 

Culture of Quality 
 
To illuminate the issue of a culture of quality, Forbes Insights recently partnered with 
ASQ (American Society for Quality) to conduct a global survey of 2,291 senior executives 
and quality professionals in April 2014. In-depth interviews with more than 20 senior 
executives and consultants add context to the data.  
- See more at: 
http://www.forbes.com/forbesinsights/asq/index.html#sthash.NBPZvlnp.dpuf 

 “Perfection is not attainable, but if we chase perfection we can catch 
excellence.” 

 Vince Lombardi 

Former Head Coach, NFL Green Bay Packers 

 

 

 


